
Lens Packages / Progressive Lenses 

There are 4 lenses we use on the progressive lens package sheets. These should meet all your progressive fitting 

needs.  We are however capable of getting most current brands for those patients that request a certain name 

brand lenses.  

BASIC PACKAGE                                                                                                                                               

Natural                                                                                                                                                                                           
Comparable to the Navigator lens                                                                                                                                                           

Available in 1.50, Poly, Glass and 1.60 Clear                                                                                                                                                                      

Minimum fitting height  18                                                                                                                                                                        

Available in Transitions grey only.  (NO POLARIZED)                                                                                                                                                         

Can be AR coated, Crizal Avance UV.                                                                                                                                                                

Has a standard reading and intermediate width.  Good for lower powers. 

PREMIUM PACKAGE                                                                                                  

Accolade:                                                                                                                                               
Comparable to the Varilux lens                                                                                                                                                                    

Available in 1.50, Poly, Trivex, 1.60 and 1.67                                                                                                                                               

Minimum fitting height  17                                                                                                                                                                                 

Available in Transitions Grey or Brown all types and Polarized in Poly.                                                                                                                                                                        

UV protection is built in and includes AR coating, Crizal Avance UV.                                                                                                                                  

Has twice the standard reading and intermediate area of the basic. 

ULTIMATE PACKAGE                                                                                                       

Ideal Advance                                                                                                                   
Comparable to the Kodak Unique lens                                                                                                                                                                                           

The digital lens design provides a wider clearer periphery than regular progressives.                                                                                              

Available in 1.50, Poly, 1.60 and 1.67.                                                                                                                                                                       

Minimum fitting height 17                                                                                                                                                                                            

Available in Transitions Grey or Brown and Polarized in 1.50 and Poly.                                                                                                                                                                  

Wide intermediate and reading.                                                                                                                                                                             

AR coating, Crizal Avance UV. 

SHAMIR AUTO 2 FIXED PACKAGE                                                                                                                  

The best customized digital HD design.                                                                                                                                                 

Available in 1.50, Poly, Trivex, 1.60 and 1.67                                                                                                                                   

Minimum fitting height 14 to 20.                                                                                                                                                   

Available in Transitions Grey or Brown and Polarized in 1.50.                                                                                                                                      

AR coating Crizal Avance UV.                                                                                                                                                             

Can customize the reading and intermediate size based on the patient’s needs.                                                                                 

This lens has less than a 1% non-adapt rate if fitted properly.                                                                                                              

If fitting a past ST-28 wearer, use design #11 for best results. 

 



  

Lens packages/Single vision 

BASIC PACKAGE 

Plastic CR-39                                                                                                                             
Good for lower powers Plano to +/- 2.50.                                                                                                              

Available in Transitions Grey or Brown.                                                                                                                      

(Transitions brown lenses should be sent off from the store)                                                                                                        

Includes UV protection and Crizal Avance UV AR coating.                                                                                                

Do not put in a rimless or drill mount frames. 

 

PREMIUM PACKAGE    

Trivex                                                                                                                                   
Good for powers +/- 2.50 to 5.00.                                                                                                                      

Available in Transitions Grey or Brown.                                                                                                                   

UV protection built in the lens and has Crizal Avance UV AR coating.                                                                             

(All Trivex lenses with Crizal and Transition brown lenses should be sent off from the store)                                                                                

Good for rimless and drill mount frames.                                                                                                                

The lightest lens material available.                                                                                                                                        

 

ULTIMATE PACKAGE 

Hi-index 1.67                                                                                                                            

Good for higher powers +/- 7.00 and up.                                                                                                           

Available in Transitions Grey or Brown.                                                                                                                       

(Brown lenses should be sent off from the store)                                                                                                                  

UV protection is built into the lens and has Crizal Avance UV AR coating.                                                                        

Very thin and light weight.        

 

Be sure to use the lens packages laminated sheet to show the thickness of the lenses based on the RX. If 

you need extra copies please give John or Deb a call.  

 


